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25. Exercise on the Staccato

Allegro non tanto
26. Exercise in different Bowings

Allegretto

\begin{music}
\begin{piece}
\begin{notation}
\begin{staff}
\begin{music notation}
\end{music notation}
\end{staff}
\end{notation}
\end{piece}
\end{music}
27. Exercise on various Arpeggios.

Allegro non troppo

\[
\begin{align*}
    & \text{\textit{mf}} \\
    & \text{\textit{cresc.}} \\
    & \text{\textit{f}} \\
    & \text{\textit{p}} \\
    & \text{\textit{cresc.}} \\
    & \text{\textit{f}}
\end{align*}
\]
28. Exercise for the Thumb

Allegretto

dolce

IV³
29. For development of the broad style of bowing
30. Exercise on the Appoggiatura and the Turn

Andantino

Allegretto grazioso
32. Exercise to develop Flexibility of the Right Wrist

Allegro assai

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Music notation...}
\end{align*}
\]
33. Characteristic Exercise
34. Characteristic Exercise

Allegro agitato
36. Exercise for developing Flexibility of Wrist

Largo

Allegro con spirito
38. Exercise in Double-Stops

Andante moderato

mf espressivo
39. Chromatic Exercise

Allegro non troppo
40. Octave Exercise

Allegro brillante
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RONDO (Boccherini)............................................. $1.00
LARGHETTO (Haydn)............................................. .50
LAZENDER (Weber)................................................ .50
SLAVONIC LAMENT (Schatz-Friedberg).......................... net .50
MENUET (Haydn-Friedberg)..................................... net .50

LEO SCHULZ
FOR CELLO AND PIANO
ORIGIANAL COMPOSITIONS
AT THE BROOK (Ambach)........................................... $ .50
DANCE OF THE FAIRIES (Feenanza).............................. 1.00
Following have been issued under the editorial supervision of Leo Schulz:

GOLTERMANN, G. CONCERTOS:
Op. 14, Concerto No. 1, Am..................................... 1.50
Op. 21, Concerto No. 2, G...................................... 1.75
Op. 46, Concerto No. 4, G...................................... 1.50
Op. 76, Concerto No. 5, G...................................... 2.00

SCHULZ CELLO ALBUM:....................
A collection of 33 selected classical and modern compositions of medium difficulty, arranged and edited by Leo Schulz, for cello and piano in board cover............................... net 1.50

JOSEPH MALKIN
FUNDAMENTAL METHOD FOR VIOLONCELLO
A concise and authoritative method based on the best of modern teaching principles and carried out along lines of progressive, practical and sound musicianship. Illustrated........................................ net $1.80

Following 'Cello Works have been issued under the editorial supervision of Joseph Malkin:

BACH, Six Suites (Sonatas), Cello Solo (C. F. Libr. 641).... .75
BOEGLMANN, Op. 28, Variations Symphoniques (Symphonic) (C. F. Libr. 867)........................................... 1.50
GLUCK, Minette from Armand.................................. .80
ROMBERG, Op. 3, Second Concerto (F major) (C. F. Libr. 809)........................................... 1.00
ROMBERG, Op. 7, Fourth Concerto (E minor) (C. F. Libr. 810)........................................... 1.00
PAPPE, Op. 84, Hungarian Rhapsody (C. F. Libr. 837)........ 2.00
PAPPE, Op. 24, Concerto in Em (C. F. Libr. 840)............. 3.00
SAINT-SAENS, Op. 13, Concerto No. 1 (C. F. Libr. 827)...... 2.60
TSCHAIKOWSKY, Op. 33, Variations sur un theme rococo (C. F. Libr. 836)............................... 1.25

ALWIN SCHROEDER
170 FOUNDATION STUDIES FOR VIOLONCELLO
(IN THREE VOLUMES)
Selected from the foremost instructive works of Büchner, Cossmann, Drotzauer, Duport, Franckhme, Grützmacher, Kummer, Lee, Merck, Piat, Schroeder, Bertani and Servais, progressively arranged as a guide for 'cello students.

VOLUME ONE (C. F. Libr. No. 781).............................. $ 1.50
CONTENTS
G. SCHROEDER (16 Studies, from Op. 31) LEE (9 Studies, from Op. 70)
\( \begin{array}{l}
\text{8 Studies, from Op. 48) DOTZAUER (4 Studies, from Op. 120)} \\
\text{7 Studies, from Op. 35) BUCHNER (5 Studies, from Op. 44)
\end{array} \)
FRANCKHME (3 Studies, from Op. 35)

VOLUME TWO (C. F. Libr. No. 782).............................. 1.50
CONTENTS
LEE (6 Studies, from Op. 57) MERK (6 Studies, from Op. 11)
FRANCKHME (4 Studies, from Op. 35) G. SCHROEDER (8 Studies, from Op. 46)
BUCHNER (18 Studies, from Op. 21) GRUTZMACHER (3 Studies, from Op. 38)
DUPORT (5 Studies without Opus) KUMMER (5 Studies, from Op. 57)

VOLUME THREE (C. F. Libr. No. 783).............................. 1.50
CONTENTS
BUCHNER (1 Study, from Op. 18) DUPORT (3 Studies without Opus)
MERK (13 Studies, from Op. 11) BERTEAU (1 Study without Opus)
PIATTI (10 Studies, from Op. 19) COSSMANN (3 Studies, from Op. 10)
SERVAIS (2 Studies from Op. 11)

HERMAN SANDBY
FOR CELLO AND PIANO
HALLING, Norwegian Dance...................................... $ 1.25
NORWEGIAN BRIDAL MARCH..................................... .60
SONG OF VERMLAND (Swedish Folk-Song)........................... .50
SONG OF INDIA (N. RIMSKY-KORSAKOFF) from the Opera "Sokol"........................................... .50
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